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OPINION: O'CONNOR delivered the opinion of the Court, except as to Part III. This case 

requires us to decide whether the Equal Access Act prohibits Westside High School from 

denying a student religious group permission to meet on school premises during 

noninstructional time, and if so, whether the Act, so construed, violates the Establishment 

Clause of the First Amendment.  

I 

Respondents are current and former students at Westside High School, a public secondary school 

in Omaha, Nebraska...Petitioners are the Board of Education of Westside Community Schools 

(District 66); Wayne W. Meier, the president of the school board; James E. Findley, the principal 

of Westside High School; Kenneth K. Hanson, the superintendent of schools for the school 

district; and James A. Tangdell, the associate superintendent of schools for the school district.  

Students at Westside High School are permitted to join various student groups and clubs, all of 

which meet after school hours on school premises. The students may choose from approximately 

30 recognized groups on a voluntary basis...  

School Board Policy 5610 concerning "Student Clubs and Organizations" recognizes these 

student clubs as a "vital part of the total education program as a means of developing 

citizenship, wholesome attitudes, good human relations, knowledge and skills." Board 
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Policy 5610 also provides that each club shall have faculty sponsorship and that "clubs and 

organizations shall not be sponsored by any political or religious organization, or by any 

organization which denies membership on the basis of race, color, creed, sex or political 

belief." Board Policy 6180 on "Recognition of Religious Beliefs and Customs" requires that 

"students adhering to a specific set of religious beliefs or holding to little or no belief shall 

be alike respected." In addition, Board Policy 5450 recognizes its students' "Freedom of 

Expression," consistent with the authority of the board. 

There is no written school board policy concerning the formation of student clubs. Rather, 

students wishing to form a club present their request to a school official who determines whether 

the proposed club's goals and objectives are consistent with school board policies and with the 

school district's "Mission and Goals"—a broadly worded "blueprint" that expresses the district's 

commitment to teaching academic, physical, civic, and personal skills and values. 

In January 1985, respondent Bridget Mergens met with Westside's Principal, Dr. Findley, 

and requested permission to form a Christian club at the school. The proposed club would 

have the same privileges and meet on the same terms and conditions as other Westside 

student groups, except that the proposed club would not have a faculty sponsor. According 

to the students' testimony at trial, the club's purpose would have been, among other things, 

to permit the students to read and discuss the Bible, to have fellowship, and to pray 

together. Membership would have been voluntary and open to all students regardless of 

religious affiliation.  

Findley denied the request...and...explained that school policy required all student clubs to have a 

faculty sponsor, which the proposed religious club would not or could not have, and that a 

religious club at the school would violate the Establishment Clause. In March 1985, Mergens 

appealed the denial of her request to the board of education, but the board voted to uphold the 

denial.  

Respondents, by and through their parents as next friends, then brought this suit in the United 

States District Court for the District of Nebraska seeking declaratory and injunctive relief. They 

alleged that petitioners' refusal to permit the proposed club to meet at Westside violated the 

Equal Access Act which prohibits public secondary schools that receive federal financial 

assistance and that maintain a "limited open forum" from denying "equal access" to students who 

wish to meet within the forum on the basis of the content of the speech at such meetings. 

Respondents further alleged that petitioners' actions denied them their First and Fourteenth 

Amendment rights to freedom of speech, association, and the free exercise of religion. 

Petitioners responded that the Equal Access Act did not apply to Westside and that, if the Act did 

apply, it violated the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment and was therefore 

unconstitutional...  

The District Court entered judgment for petitioners. The court held that the Act did not apply in 

this case because Westside did not have a "limited open forum" as defined by the Act. All of 

Westside's student clubs, the court concluded, were curriculum-related and tied to the 

educational function of the school. The court rejected respondents' constitutional claims, 
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reasoning that Westside did not have a limited public forum as set forth in Widmar v. Vincent
1
 

and that Westside's denial of respondents' request was reasonably related to legitimate 

pedagogical concerns. Hazelwood School Dist. v. Kuhlmeier
2
.  

The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit reversed...[and because] it found that 

Westside maintained a limited open forum under the Act, the Court of Appeals concluded that 

the Act applied to "forbid discrimination against respondents' proposed club on the basis of its 

religious content." 

The Court of Appeals then rejected petitioners' contention that the Act violated the Establishment 

Clause. Noting that the Act extended the decision in Widmar v. Vincent to public secondary 

schools, the Court of Appeals concluded that "any constitutional attack on the Act must therefore 

be predicated on the difference between secondary school students and university students." 

Because "Congress considered the difference in the maturity level of secondary students and 

university students before passing the Act," the Court of Appeals held, on the basis of Congress' 

factfinding, that the Act did not violate the Establishment Clause. 

We granted certiorari and now affirm.  

II 

A 

In Widmar v. Vincent, we invalidated, on free speech grounds, a state university regulation that 

prohibited student use of school facilities "for purposes of religious worship or religious 

teaching." In doing so, we held that an "equal access" policy would not violate the Establishment 

Clause under our decision in Lemon v. Kurtzman
3
. In particular, we held that such a policy would 

have a secular purpose, would not have the primary effect of advancing religion, and would not 

result in excessive entanglement between government and religion. We noted, however, that 

"university students are, of course, young adults. They are less impressionable than younger 

students and should be able to appreciate that the University's policy is one of neutrality toward 

religion."  

In 1984, Congress extended the reasoning of Widmar to public secondary schools. Under 

the Equal Access Act, a public secondary school with a "limited open forum" is prohibited 

from discriminating against students who wish to conduct a meeting within that forum on 

the basis of the "religious, political, philosophical, or other content of the speech at such 

meetings." Specifically, the Act provides:  

"It shall be unlawful for any public secondary school which receives Federal 

financial assistance and which has a limited open forum to deny equal access or a 

fair opportunity to, or discriminate against, any students who wish to conduct a 

meeting within that limited open forum on the basis of the religious, political, 

philosophical, or other content of the speech at such meetings." § 4071(a).  

                                                      

1
 Case 1A-R-059 on this website. 

2
 Case 1A-S-36 on this website. 

3
 Case 1A-R-042 on this website. 
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A "limited open forum" exists whenever a public secondary school "grants an 

offering to or opportunity for one or more noncurriculum related student groups to 

meet on school premises during noninstructional time." § 4071(b). 

"Meeting" is defined to include "those activities of student groups which are 

permitted under a school's limited open forum and are not directly related to the 

school curriculum." § 4072(3).  

"Noninstructional time" is defined to mean "time set aside by the school before 

actual classroom instruction begins or after actual classroom instruction ends." § 

4072(4). 

Thus, even if a public secondary school allows only one "noncurriculum related student 

group" to meet, the Act's obligations are triggered and the school may not deny other 

clubs, on the basis of the content of their speech, equal access to meet on school premises 

during noninstructional time.  

The Act further specifies that a school "shall be deemed to offer a fair opportunity to 

students who wish to conduct a meeting within its limited open forum" if the school 

uniformly provides that the meetings are voluntary and student-initiated; are not 

sponsored by the school, the government, or its agents or employees; do not materially and 

substantially interfere with the orderly conduct of educational activities within the school; 

and are not directed, controlled, conducted, or regularly attended by "nonschool persons." 

"Sponsorship" is defined to mean "the act of promoting, leading, or participating in a 

meeting. The assignment of a teacher, administrator, or other school employee to a meeting 

for custodial purposes does not constitute sponsorship of the meeting." If the meetings are 

religious, employees or agents of the school or government may attend only in a 

"nonparticipatory capacity." Moreover, a State may not influence the form of any religious 

activity, require any person to participate in such activity, or compel any school agent or 

employee to attend a meeting if the content of the speech at the meeting is contrary to that 

person's beliefs. 

Finally, the Act does not "authorize the United States to deny or withhold Federal financial 

assistance to any school" or "limit the authority of the school, its agents or employees, to 

maintain order and discipline on school premises, to protect the well-being of students and 

faculty, and to assure that attendance of students at meetings is voluntary."  

B 

The parties agree that Westside High School receives federal financial assistance and is a public 

secondary school within the meaning of the Act. The Act's obligation to grant equal access to 

student groups is therefore triggered if Westside maintains a "limited open forum"—i.e., if it 

permits one or more "noncurriculum related student groups" to meet on campus before or after 

classes.  

Unfortunately, the Act does not define the crucial phrase "noncurriculum related student 

group." Our immediate task is therefore one of statutory interpretation. We begin, of course, 

with the language of the statute. The common meaning of the term "curriculum" is "the whole 
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body of courses offered by an educational institution or one of its branches."...Any sensible 

interpretation of "noncurriculum related student group" must therefore be anchored in the notion 

that such student groups are those that are not related to the body of courses offered by the 

school. The difficult question is the degree of "unrelatedness to the curriculum" required for a 

group to be considered "noncurriculum related."  

The Act's definition of the sort of "meetings" that must be accommodated under the statute sheds 

some light on this question. "The term 'meeting' includes those activities of student groups which 

are . . . not directly related to the school curriculum." Congress' use of the phrase "directly 

related" implies that student groups directly related to the subject matter of courses offered by 

the school do not fall within the "noncurriculum related" category and would therefore be 

considered "curriculum related."  

The logic of the Act also supports this view, namely, that a curriculum-related student group is 

one that has more than just a tangential or attenuated relationship to courses offered by the 

school. Because the purpose of granting equal access is to prohibit discrimination between 

religious or political clubs on the one hand and other noncurriculum-related student groups on 

the other, the Act is premised on the notion that a religious or political club is itself likely to be a 

noncurriculum-related student group. It follows, then, that a student group that is "curriculum 

related" must at least have a more direct relationship to the curriculum than a religious or 

political club would have.  

Although the phrase "noncurriculum related student group" nevertheless remains sufficiently 

ambiguous that we might normally resort to legislative history, we find the legislative history on 

this issue less than helpful... 

We think it significant, however, that the Act, which was passed by wide, bipartisan 

majorities in both the House and the Senate, reflects at least some consensus on a broad 

legislative purpose. The Committee Reports indicate that the Act was intended to address 

perceived widespread discrimination against religious speech in public schools and, as the 

language of the Act indicates, its sponsors contemplated that the Act would do more than 

merely validate the status quo. The Committee Reports also show that the Act was enacted 

in part in response to two federal appellate court decisions holding that student religious 

groups could not, consistent with the Establishment Clause, meet on school premises 

during noninstructional time. A broad reading of the Act would be consistent with the 

views of those who sought to end discrimination by allowing students to meet and discuss 

religion before and after classes.  

In light of this legislative purpose, we think that the term "noncurriculum related student group" 

is best interpreted broadly to mean any student group that does not directly relate to the body of 

courses offered by the school. In our view, a student group directly relates to a school's 

curriculum if the subject matter of the group is actually taught, or will soon be taught, in a 

regularly offered course; if the subject matter of the group concerns the body of courses as a 

whole; if participation in the group is required for a particular course; or if participation in the 

group results in academic credit. We think this limited definition of groups that directly relate to 

the curriculum is a common sense interpretation of the Act that is consistent with Congress' 

intent to provide a low threshold for triggering the Act's requirements.  
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For example, a French club would directly relate to the curriculum if a school taught French in a 

regularly offered course or planned to teach the subject in the near future. A school's student 

government would generally relate directly to the curriculum to the extent that it addresses 

concerns, solicits opinions, and formulates proposals pertaining to the body of courses offered by 

the school. If participation in a school's band or orchestra were required for the band or orchestra 

classes, or resulted in academic credit, then those groups would also directly relate to the 

curriculum. The existence of such groups at a school would not trigger the Act's obligations.  

On the other hand, unless a school could show that groups such as a chess club, a stamp 

collecting club, or a community service club fell within our description of groups that directly 

relate to the curriculum, such groups would be "noncurriculum related student groups" for 

purposes of the Act. The existence of such groups would create a "limited open forum" under the 

Act and would prohibit the school from denying equal access to any other student group on the 

basis of the content of that group's speech. Whether a specific student group is a "noncurriculum 

related student group" will therefore depend on a particular school's curriculum, but such 

determinations would be subject to factual findings well within the competence of trial courts to 

make.  

Petitioners contend that our reading of the Act unduly hinders local control over schools and 

school activities, but we think that schools and school districts nevertheless retain a significant 

measure of authority over the type of officially recognized activities in which their students 

participate. First, schools and school districts maintain their traditional latitude to determine 

appropriate subjects of instruction. To the extent that a school chooses to structure its course 

offerings and existing student groups to avoid the Act's obligations, that result is not prohibited 

by the Act. On matters of statutory interpretation, "our task is to apply the text, not to improve on 

it." Second, the Act expressly does not limit a school's authority to prohibit meetings that would 

"materially and substantially interfere with the orderly conduct of educational activities within 

the school." The Act also preserves "the authority of the school, its agents or employees, to 

maintain order and discipline on school premises, to protect the well-being of students and 

faculty, and to assure that attendance of students at meetings is voluntary." Finally, because the 

Act applies only to public secondary schools that receive federal financial assistance, a school 

district seeking to escape the statute's obligations could simply forgo federal funding. Although 

we do not doubt that in some cases this may be an unrealistic option, Congress clearly sought to 

prohibit schools from discriminating on the basis of the content of a student group's speech, and 

that obligation is the price a federally funded school must pay if it opens its facilities to 

noncurriculum-related student groups.  

The dissent suggests that "an extracurricular student organization is 'noncurriculum 

related' if it has as its purpose (or as part of its purpose) the advocacy of partisan 

theological, political, or ethical views." ([The] Act is triggered only if school permits 

"controversial" or "distasteful" groups to use its facilities); ("noncurriculum" subjects are 

those that "cannot properly be included in a public school curriculum"). This 

interpretation of the Act, we are told, is mandated by Congress' intention to "track our 

own Free Speech Clause jurisprudence" by incorporating Widmar’s notion of a "limited 

public forum" into the language of the Act. 
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This suggestion is flawed for at least two reasons. First, the Act itself neither uses the 

phrase "limited public forum" nor so much as hints that that doctrine is somehow 

"incorporated" into the words of the statute. The operative language of the statute, of 

course, refers to a "limited open forum," a term that is specifically defined in the next 

subsection. Congress was presumably aware that "limited public forum," as used by the 

Court, is a term of art and had it intended to import that concept into the Act, one would 

suppose that it would have done so explicitly. Indeed, Congress' deliberate choice to use a 

different term—and to define that term—can only mean that it intended to establish a 

standard different from the one established by our free speech cases. See Laycock ("The 

statutory 'limited open forum' is an artificial construct, and comparisons with the 

constitutional 'limited public forum' cases can be misleading"). To paraphrase the dissent, 

"if Congress really intended to incorporate Widmar for reasons of administrative clarity, 

Congress kept its intent well hidden, both in the statute and in the debates preceding its 

passage." 

Second, and more significant, the dissent's reliance on the legislative history to support its 

interpretation of the Act shows just how treacherous that task can be. The dissent appears 

to agree with our view that the legislative history of the Act, even if relevant, is highly 

unreliable, yet the interpretation it suggests rests solely on a few passing, general references 

by legislators to our decision in Widmar...  

C 

The parties in this case focus their dispute on 10 of Westside's approximately 30 voluntary 

student clubs: Interact (a service club related to Rotary International); Chess Club; Subsurfers (a 

club for students interested in scuba diving); National Honor Society; Photography Club; 

Welcome to Westside Club (a club to introduce new students to the school); Future Business 

Leaders of America; Zonta Club (the female counterpart to Interact); Student Advisory Board 

(student government); and Student Forum (student government). Petitioners contend that all of 

these student activities are curriculum related because they further the goals of particular aspects 

of the school's curriculum. The Welcome to Westside Club, for example, helps "further the 

School's overall goal of developing effective citizens by requiring student members to contribute 

to their fellow students." The student government clubs "advance the goals of the School's 

political science classes by providing an understanding and appreciation of government 

processes." Subsurfers furthers "one of the essential goals of the Physical Education 

Department—enabling students to develop lifelong recreational interests." The Chess Club 

"supplements math and science courses because it enhances students' ability to engage in critical 

thought processes." Participation in Interact and the Zonta Club "promotes effective citizenship, 

a critical goal of the WHS curriculum, specifically the Social Studies Department." 

To the extent that petitioners contend that "curriculum related" means anything remotely related 

to abstract educational goals, however, we reject that argument. To define "curriculum related" 

in a way that results in almost no schools having limited open fora, or in a way that permits 

schools to evade the Act by strategically describing existing student groups, would render the 

Act merely hortatory... 
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Rather, we think it clear that Westside's existing student groups include one or more 

"noncurriculum related student groups." Although Westside's physical education classes 

apparently include swimming, counsel stated at oral argument that scuba diving is not taught in 

any regularly offered course at the school. Based on Westside's own description of the group, 

Subsurfers does not directly relate to the curriculum as a whole in the same way that a student 

government or similar group might. Moreover, participation in Subsurfers is not required by any 

course at the school and does not result in extra academic credit. Thus, Subsurfers is a 

"noncurriculum related student group" for purposes of the Act. Similarly, although math teachers 

at Westside have encouraged their students to play chess, chess is not taught in any regularly 

offered course at the school, and participation in the Chess Club is not required for any class and 

does not result in extra credit for any class. The Chess Club is therefore another "noncurriculum 

related student group" at Westside. Moreover, Westside's principal acknowledged at trial that the 

Peer Advocates program—a service group that works with special education classes—does not 

directly relate to any courses offered by the school and is not required by any courses offered by 

the school...Peer Advocates would therefore also fit within our description of a "noncurriculum 

related student group." The record therefore supports a finding that Westside has 

maintained a limited open forum under the Act...  

Because Westside maintains a "limited open forum" under the Act, it is prohibited from 

discriminating, based on the content of the students' speech, against students who wish to meet 

on school premises during noninstructional time.  

The remaining statutory question is whether petitioners' denial of respondents' request to 

form a religious group constitutes a denial of "equal access" to the school's limited open 

forum. Although the school apparently permits respondents to meet informally after 

school, respondents seek equal access in the form of official recognition by the school. 

Official recognition allows student clubs to be part of the student activities program and 

carries with it access to the school newspaper, bulletin boards, the public address system, 

and the annual Club Fair. Given that the Act explicitly prohibits denial of "equal access . . . 

to . . . any students who wish to conduct a meeting within the school's limited open forum" 

on the basis of the religious content of the speech at such meetings, we hold that Westside's 

denial of respondents' request to form a Christian club denies them "equal access" under 

the Act.  

Because we rest our conclusion on statutory grounds, we need not decide—and therefore 

express no opinion on—whether the First Amendment requires the same result.  

III 

Petitioners contend that even if Westside has created a limited open forum within the 

meaning of the Act, its denial of official recognition to the proposed Christian club must 

nevertheless stand because the Act violates the Establishment Clause of the First 

Amendment...Specifically, petitioners maintain that because the school's recognized 

student activities are an integral part of its educational mission, official recognition of 

respondents' proposed club would effectively incorporate religious activities into the 

school's official program, endorse participation in the religious club, and provide the club 

with an official platform to proselytize other students.  
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We disagree. In Widmar, we applied the three-part Lemon test to hold that an "equal 

access" policy, at the university level, does not violate the Establishment Clause. We 

concluded that "an open-forum policy, including nondiscrimination against religious 

speech, would have a secular purpose" and would in fact avoid entanglement with religion. 

("The University would risk greater 'entanglement' by attempting to enforce its exclusion 

of 'religious worship' and 'religious speech'"). We also found that although incidental 

benefits accrued to religious groups who used university facilities, this result did not 

amount to an establishment of religion. First, we stated that a university's forum does not 

"confer any imprimatur of state approval on religious sects or practices." Indeed, the 

message is one of neutrality rather than endorsement; if a State refused to let religious 

groups use facilities open to others, then it would demonstrate not neutrality but hostility 

toward religion. "The Establishment Clause does not license government to treat religion 

and those who teach or practice it, simply by virtue of their status as such, as subversive of 

American ideals and therefore subject to unique disabilities." McDaniel v. Paty
4
. Second, 

we noted that "the University's provision of benefits to a broad . . . spectrum of groups"—

both nonreligious and religious speakers—was "an important index of secular effect." 

We think the logic of Widmar applies with equal force to the Equal Access Act. As an initial 

matter, the Act's prohibition of discrimination on the basis of "political, philosophical, or other" 

speech as well as religious speech is a sufficient basis for meeting the secular purpose prong of 

the Lemon test...Congress' avowed purpose—to prevent discrimination against religious and 

other types of speech—is undeniably secular. Even if some legislators were motivated by a 

conviction that religious speech in particular was valuable and worthy of protection, that alone 

would not invalidate the Act, because what is relevant is the legislative purpose of the statute, 

not the possibly religious motives of the legislators who enacted the law. Because the Act on its 

face grants equal access to both secular and religious speech, we think it clear that the Act's 

purpose was not to "endorse or disapprove of religion.'" Wallace v. Jaffree
5
.  

Petitioners' principal contention is that the Act has the primary effect of advancing 

religion. Specifically, petitioners urge that, because the student religious meetings are held 

under school aegis, and because the State's compulsory attendance laws bring the students 

together (and thereby provide a ready-made audience for student evangelists), an objective 

observer in the position of a secondary school student will perceive official school support 

for such religious meetings. See Allegheny v. ACLU
6
 (Establishment Clause inquiry is 

whether the government "conveys or attempts to convey a message that religion or a 

particular religious belief is favored or preferred").  

We disagree. First, although we have invalidated the use of public funds to pay for teaching 

state-required subjects at parochial schools, in part because of the risk of creating "a 

crucial symbolic link between government and religion, thereby enlisting—at least in the 

eyes of impressionable youngsters—the powers of government to the support of the 

religious denomination operating the school," Grand Rapids v. Ball
7
, there is a crucial 

                                                      

4
 Case 1A-R-055 on this website. 

5
 Case 1A-R-068 on this website. 

6
 Case 1A-R-085 on this website. 

7
 Case 1A-R-070 on this website. 
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difference between government speech endorsing religion, which the Establishment Clause 

forbids, and private speech endorsing religion, which the Free Speech and Free Exercise 

Clauses protect. We think that secondary school students are mature enough and are likely 

to understand that a school does not endorse or support student speech that it merely 

permits on a nondiscriminatory basis. Tinker v. Des Moines
8
 (no danger that high school 

students' symbolic speech implied school endorsement). The proposition that schools do not 

endorse everything they fail to censor is not complicated. "Particularly in this age of 

massive media information . . . the few years difference in age between high school and 

college students does not justify departing from Widmar."  

Indeed, we note that Congress specifically rejected the argument that high school students are 

likely to confuse an equal access policy with state sponsorship of religion. ("Students below the 

college level are capable of distinguishing between State-initiated, school sponsored, or teacher-

led religious speech on the one hand and student-initiated, student-led religious speech on the 

other"). Given the deference due "the duly enacted and carefully considered decision of a 

coequal and representative branch of our Government," Rostker v. Goldberg
9
, we do not lightly 

second-guess such legislative judgments, particularly where the judgments are based in part on 

empirical determinations.  

Second, we note that the Act expressly limits participation by school officials at meetings of 

student religious groups and that any such meetings must be held during "noninstructional time." 

The Act therefore avoids the problems of "the students' emulation of teachers as role models" 

and "mandatory attendance requirements," Edwards v. Aguillard
10

; see also McCollum v. Board 

of Ed.
11

 (release time program invalid where students were "released in part from their legal duty 

to attend school upon the condition that they attend the religious classes"). To be sure, the 

possibility of student peer pressure remains, but there is little if any risk of official state 

endorsement or coercion where no formal classroom activities are involved and no school 

officials actively participate. Moreover, petitioners' fear of a mistaken inference of endorsement 

is largely self-imposed, because the school itself has control over any impressions it gives its 

students. To the extent a school makes clear that its recognition of respondents' proposed club is 

not an endorsement of the views of the club's participants, see Widmar (noting that university 

student handbook states that the university's name will not be identified with the aims, policies, 

or opinions of any student organization or its members), students will reasonably understand that 

the school's official recognition of the club evinces neutrality toward, rather than endorsement of, 

religious speech.  

Third, the broad spectrum of officially recognized student clubs at Westside, and the fact that 

Westside students are free to initiate and organize additional student clubs, counteract any 

possible message of official endorsement of or preference for religion or a particular religious 

belief. See Widmar ("The provision of benefits to so broad a spectrum of groups is an important 

index of secular effect"). Although a school may not itself lead or direct a religious club, a 

school that permits a student-initiated and student-led religious club to meet after school, 

                                                      

8
 Case 1A-S-18 on this website. 

9
 Case 1-11 on this website. 

10
 Case 1A-R-077 on this website. 

11
 Case 1A-R-023 on this website. 
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just as it permits any other student group to do, does not convey a message of state 

approval or endorsement of the particular religion. Under the Act, a school with a limited 

open forum may not lawfully deny access to a Jewish students' club, a Young Democrats club, or 

a philosophy club devoted to the study of Nietzsche. To the extent that a religious club is merely 

one of many different student-initiated voluntary clubs, students should perceive no message of 

government endorsement of religion. Thus, we conclude that the Act does not, at least on its face 

and as applied to Westside, have the primary effect of advancing religion... 

Petitioners' final argument is that by complying with the Act's requirements, the school risks 

excessive entanglement between government and religion. The proposed club, petitioners urge, 

would be required to have a faculty sponsor who would be charged with actively directing the 

activities of the group, guiding its leaders, and ensuring balance in the presentation of 

controversial ideas. Petitioners claim that this influence over the club's religious program would 

entangle the government in day-to-day surveillance of religion of the type forbidden by the 

Establishment Clause.  

Under the Act, however, faculty monitors may not participate in any religious meetings, and 

nonschool persons may not direct, control, or regularly attend activities of student groups. 

Moreover, the Act prohibits school "sponsorship" of any religious meetings, which means that 

school officials may not promote, lead, or participate in any such meeting. Although the Act 

permits "the assignment of a teacher, administrator, or other school employee to a meeting for 

custodial purposes," such custodial oversight of the student-initiated religious group, merely to 

ensure order and good behavior, does not impermissibly entangle government in the day-to-day 

surveillance or administration of religious activities. See Tony and Susan Alamo Foundation v. 

Secretary of Labor
12

. Indeed, as the Court noted in Widmar, a denial of equal access to religious 

speech might well create greater entanglement problems in the form of invasive monitoring to 

prevent religious speech at meetings at which such speech might occur. 

Accordingly, we hold that the Equal Access Act does not on its face contravene the 

Establishment Clause. Because we hold that petitioners have violated the Act, we do not decide 

respondents' claims under the Free Speech and Free Exercise Clauses...The judgment of the 

Court of Appeals is affirmed.  

CONCURRENCE: KENNEDY/SCALIA...The Court's interpretation of the statutory term 

"noncurriculum related groups" is proper and correct, in my view, and I join Parts I and II of the 

Court's opinion. I further agree that the Act does not violate the Establishment Clause, and so I 

concur in the judgment; but my view of the analytic premise that controls the establishment 

question differs from that employed by the plurality. I write to explain why I cannot join all that 

is said in Part III of Justice O'CONNOR's opinion.  

I 

A brief initial comment on the statutory issue is in order. The student clubs recognized by 

Westside school officials are a far cry from the groups given official recognition by university 

officials in Widmar v. Vincent. As Justice STEVENS points out in dissent, one of the 
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consequences of the statute, as we now interpret it, is that clubs of a most controversial character 

might have access to the student life of high schools that in the past have given official 

recognition only to clubs of a more conventional kind. 

It must be apparent to all that the Act has made a matter once left to the discretion of local 

school officials the subject of comprehensive regulation by federal law. This decision, 

however, was for Congress to make, subject to constitutional limitations. Congress having 

decided in favor of legislative intervention, it faced the task of formulating general statutory 

standards against the background protections of the Free Speech Clause, as well as the 

Establishment and Free Exercise Clauses. Given the complexities of our own jurisprudence in 

these areas, there is no doubt that the congressional task was a difficult one. While I cannot 

pretend that the language Congress used in the Act is free from ambiguity in some of its vital 

provisions, the Court's interpretation of the phrase "noncurriculum related" seems to me to be the 

most rational and indeed the most plausible interpretation available, given the words and 

structure of the Act and the constitutional implications of the subject it addresses.  

There is one structural feature of the statute that should be noted. The opinion of the Court states 

that "if the meetings are religious, employees or agents of the school or government may attend 

only in a 'nonparticipatory capacity.'" This is based upon a provision in the Act in which 

nonparticipation is one of several statutory criteria that a school must meet in order to "be 

deemed to offer a fair opportunity to students who wish to conduct a meeting within its limited 

open forum." It is not altogether clear, however, whether satisfaction of these criteria is the sole 

means of meeting the statutory requirement that schools with noncurriculum related student 

groups provide a "fair opportunity" to religious clubs. Although we need not answer it today, left 

open is the question whether school officials may prove that they are in compliance with the 

statute without satisfying all of the criteria in § 4071(c). But in the matter before us, the school 

has not attempted to comply with the statute through any means, and we have only to determine 

whether it is possible for the statute to be implemented in a constitutional manner.  

II 

I agree with the plurality that a school complying with the statute by satisfying the criteria in § 

4071(c) does not violate the Establishment Clause. The accommodation of religion mandated by 

the Act is a neutral one, and in the context of this case it suffices to inquire whether the Act 

violates either one of two principles. The first is that the government cannot "give direct benefits 

to religion in such a degree that it in fact 'establishes a state religion or religious faith, or tends to 

do so.'" Allegheny v. ACLU. Any incidental benefits that accompany official recognition of a 

religious club under the criteria set forth in the § 4071(c) do not lead to the establishment of 

religion under this standard. Widmar. The second principle controlling the case now before us, in 

my view, is that the government cannot coerce any student to participate in a religious activity. 

Allegheny. The Act is consistent with this standard as well. Nothing on the face of the Act or in 

the facts of the case as here presented demonstrates that enforcement of the statute will result in 

the coercion of any student to participate in a religious activity. The Act does not authorize 

school authorities to require, or even to encourage, students to become members of a religious 

club or to attend a club's meetings; the meetings take place while school is not in session; and the 

Act does not compel any school employee to participate in, or to attend, a club's meetings or 

activities.  
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The plurality uses a different test, one which asks whether school officials, by complying with 

the Act, have endorsed religion. It is true that when government gives impermissible assistance 

to a religion it can be said to have "endorsed" religion; but endorsement cannot be the test. The 

word endorsement has insufficient content to be dispositive. And for reasons I have explained 

elsewhere, its literal application may result in neutrality in name but hostility in fact when the 

question is the government's proper relation to those who express some religious preference.  

I should think it inevitable that a public high school "endorses" a religious club, in a common 

sense use of the term, if the club happens to be one of many activities that the school permits 

students to choose in order to further the development of their intellect and character in an 

extracurricular setting. But no constitutional violation occurs if the school's action is based 

upon a recognition of the fact that membership in a religious club is one of many 

permissible ways for a student to further his or her own personal enrichment. The inquiry 

with respect to coercion must be whether the government imposes pressure upon a student 

to participate in a religious activity. This inquiry, of course, must be undertaken with 

sensitivity to the special circumstances that exist in a secondary school where the line between 

voluntary and coerced participation may be difficult to draw. No such coercion, however, has 

been shown to exist as a necessary result of this statute, either on its face or as respondents seek 

to invoke it on the facts of this case.  

For these reasons, I join Parts I and II of the Court's opinion and concur in the judgment.  

CONCURRENCE: MARSHALL/BRENNAN...The Act's low threshold for triggering equal 

access...raises serious Establishment Clause concerns where secondary schools with fora that 

differ substantially from the forum in Widmar are required to grant access to student religious 

groups. Indeed, as applied in the present case, the Act mandates a religious group's access to a 

forum that is dedicated to promoting fundamental values and citizenship as defined by the 

school. The Establishment Clause does not forbid the operation of the Act in such circumstances, 

but it does require schools to change their relationship to their fora so as to disassociate 

themselves effectively from religious clubs' speech. Thus, although I agree with the plurality that 

the Act as applied to Westside could withstand Establishment Clause scrutiny, I write separately 

to emphasize the steps Westside must take to avoid appearing to endorse the Christian club's 

goals. The plurality's Establishment Clause analysis pays inadequate attention to the 

differences between this case and Widmar and dismisses too lightly the distinctive pressures 

created by Westside's highly structured environment.  

I 

A 

This case involves the intersection of two First Amendment guarantees—the Free Speech Clause 

and the Establishment Clause. We have long regarded free and open debate over matters of 

controversy as necessary to the functioning of our constitutional system. That the Constitution 

requires toleration of speech over its suppression is no less true in our Nation's schools. 

But the Constitution also demands that the State not take action that has the primary effect of 

advancing religion. 
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The introduction of religious speech into the public schools reveals the tension between these 

two constitutional commitments, because the failure of a school to stand apart from religious 

speech can convey a message that the school endorses rather than merely tolerates that speech. 

Recognizing the potential dangers of school-endorsed religious practice, we have shown 

particular "vigilance in monitoring compliance with the Establishment Clause in elementary and 

secondary schools." Wallace v. Jaffree (invalidating statute authorizing a moment of silence in 

public schools for meditation or voluntary prayer); McCollum v. Board of Ed. (invalidating 

statute providing for voluntary religious education in the public schools). This vigilance must 

extend to our monitoring of the actual effects of an "equal access" policy. If public schools 

are perceived as conferring the imprimatur of the State on religious doctrine or practice as 

a result of such a policy, the nominally "neutral" character of the policy will not save it 

from running afoul of the Establishment Clause.  

B 

We addressed at length the potential conflict between toleration and endorsement of religious 

speech in Widmar. There, a religious study group sought the same access to university facilities 

that the university afforded to over 100 officially recognized student groups, including many 

political organizations. In those circumstances, we concluded that granting religious 

organizations similar access to the public forum would have neither the purpose nor the primary 

effect of advancing religion. The plurality suggests that our conclusion in Widmar controls this 

case. But the plurality fails to recognize that the wide-open and independent character of the 

student forum in Widmar differs substantially from the forum at Westside.  

Westside currently does not recognize any student club that advocates a controversial viewpoint. 

Indeed, the clubs at Westside that trigger the Act involve scuba diving, chess, and counseling for 

special education students. As a matter of school policy, Westside encourages student 

participation in clubs based on a broad conception of its educational mission. That mission 

comports with the Court's acknowledgment "that public schools are vitally important 'in the 

preparation of individuals for participation as citizens,' and as vehicles for 'inculcating 

fundamental values necessary to the maintenance of a democratic political system.' " Board of 

Education v. Pico
13

. Given the nature and function of student clubs at Westside, the school 

makes no effort to disassociate itself from the activities and goals of its student clubs.  

The entry of religious clubs into such a realm poses a real danger that those clubs will be viewed 

as part of the school's effort to inculcate fundamental values. The school's message with respect 

to its existing clubs is not one of toleration but one of endorsement. As the majority concedes, 

the program is part of the "district's commitment to teaching academic, physical, civic, and 

personal skills and values." But although a school may permissibly encourage its students to 

become well rounded as student-athletes, student-musicians, and student-tutors, the 

Constitution forbids schools to encourage students to become well rounded as student-

worshippers. Neutrality towards religion, as required by the Constitution, is not advanced by 

requiring a school that endorses the goals of some noncontroversial secular organizations to 

endorse the goals of religious organizations as well.  
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The fact that the Act, when triggered, provides access to political as well as religious speech does 

not ameliorate the potential threat of endorsement. The breadth of beneficiaries under the Act 

does suggest that the Act may satisfy the "secular purpose" requirement of the Establishment 

Clause inquiry we identified in Lemon. But the crucial question is how the Act affects each 

school. If a school already houses numerous ideological organizations, then the addition of a 

religion club will most likely not violate the Establishment Clause because the risk that students 

will erroneously attribute the views of the religion club to the school is minimal. To the extent a 

school tolerates speech by a wide range of ideological clubs, students cannot reasonably 

understand the school to endorse all of the groups' divergent and contradictory views. But 

if the religion club is the sole advocacy-oriented group in the forum, or one of a very 

limited number, and the school continues to promote its student-club program as 

instrumental to citizenship, then the school's failure to disassociate itself from the religious 

activity will reasonably be understood as an endorsement of that activity. That political 

and other advocacy-oriented groups are permitted to participate in a forum that, through 

school support and encouragement, is devoted to fostering a student's civic identity does 

not ameliorate the appearance of school endorsement unless the invitation is accepted and 

the forum is transformed into a forum like that in Widmar.  

For this reason, the plurality's reliance on Widmar is misplaced. The University of Missouri took 

concrete steps to ensure "that the University's name will not 'be identified in any way with the 

aims, policies, programs, products, or opinions of any organization or its members,' " (quoting 

University of Missouri student handbook). Westside, in contrast, explicitly promotes its student 

clubs "as a vital part of the total education program and as a means of developing citizenship." 

And while the University of Missouri recognized such clubs as the Young Socialist Alliance and 

the Young Democrats, Westside has recognized no such political clubs.  

The different approaches to student clubs embodied in these policies reflect a significant 

difference, for Establishment Clause purposes, between the respective roles that Westside High 

School and the University of Missouri attempt to play in their students' lives. To the extent that a 

school emphasizes the autonomy of its students, as does the University of Missouri, there is a 

corresponding decrease in the likelihood that student speech will be regarded as school speech. 

Conversely, where a school such as Westside regards its student clubs as a mechanism for 

defining and transmitting fundamental values, the inclusion of a religious club in the school's 

program will almost certainly signal school endorsement of the religious practice.  

Thus, the underlying difference between this case and Widmar is not that college and high school 

students have varying capacities to perceive the subtle differences between toleration and 

endorsement, but rather that the University of Missouri and Westside actually choose to define 

their respective missions in different ways. That high schools tend to emphasize student 

autonomy less than universities may suggest that high school administrators tend to perceive a 

difference in the maturity of secondary and university students. But the school's behavior, not the 

purported immaturity of high school students, is dispositive. If Westside stood apart from its club 

program and expressed the view, endorsed by Congress through its passage of the Act, that high 

school students are capable of engaging in wide-ranging discussion of sensitive and controversial 

speech, the inclusion of religious groups in Westside's forum would confirm the school's 

commitment to nondiscrimination. Here, though, the Act requires the school to permit religious 
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speech in a forum explicitly designed to advance the school's interest in shaping the character of 

its students.  

The comprehensiveness of the access afforded by the Act further highlights the Establishment 

Clause dangers posed by the Act's application to fora such as Westside's. The Court holds that 

"official recognition allows student clubs to be part of the student activities program and carries 

with it access to the school newspaper, bulletin boards, the public address system, and the annual 

Club Fair." Students would be alerted to the meetings of the religion club over the public address 

system; they would see religion club material posted on the official school bulletin board and 

club notices in the school newspaper; they would be recruited to join the religion club at the 

school-sponsored Club Fair. If a school has a variety of ideological clubs, as in Widmar, I agree 

with the plurality that a student is likely to understand that "a school does not endorse or support 

student speech that it merely permits on a nondiscriminatory basis." When a school has a religion 

club but no other political or ideological organizations, however, that relatively fine distinction 

may be lost.  

Moreover, in the absence of a truly robust forum that includes the participation of more than one 

advocacy-oriented group, the presence of a religious club could provide a fertile ground for peer 

pressure, especially if the club commanded support from a substantial portion of the student 

body. Indeed, it is precisely in a school without such a forum that intolerance for different 

religious and other views would be most dangerous and that a student who does not share the 

religious beliefs of his classmates would perceive "that religion or a particular religious belief is 

favored or preferred." Wallace v. Jaffree.  

The plurality concedes that there is a "possibility of student peer pressure," but maintains that 

this does not amount to "official state endorsement." This dismissal is too facile. We must 

remain sensitive, especially in the public schools, to "the numerous more subtle ways that 

government can show favoritism to particular beliefs or convey a message of disapproval to 

others." Allegheny v. ACLU. When the government, through mandatory attendance laws, brings 

students together in a highly controlled environment every day for the better part of their waking 

hours and regulates virtually every aspect of their existence during that time, we should not be so 

quick to dismiss the problem of peer pressure as if the school environment had nothing to do 

with creating and fostering it. The State has structured an environment in which students holding 

mainstream views may be able to coerce adherents of minority religions to attend club meetings 

or to adhere to club beliefs. Thus, the State cannot disclaim its responsibility for those resulting 

pressures.  

II 

Given these substantial risks posed by the inclusion of the proposed Christian club within 

Westside's present forum, Westside must redefine its relationship to its club program. The 

plurality recognizes that such redefinition is necessary to avoid the risk of endorsement and 

construes the Act accordingly. The plurality holds that the Act "limits participation by school 

officials at meetings of student religious groups" and requires religion club meetings to be held 

during noninstructional time. It also holds that schools may not sponsor any religious meetings. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the plurality states that schools bear the responsibility for 
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taking whatever further steps are necessary to make clear that their recognition of a religious 

club does not reflect their endorsement of the views of the club's participants. 

Westside thus must do more than merely prohibit faculty members from actively 

participating in the Christian club's meetings. It must fully disassociate itself from the 

club's religious speech and avoid appearing to sponsor or endorse the club's goals. It could, 

for example, entirely discontinue encouraging student participation in clubs and clarify 

that the clubs are not instrumentally related to the school's overall mission. Or, if the 

school sought to continue its general endorsement of those student clubs that did not 

engage in controversial speech, it could do so if it also affirmatively disclaimed any 

endorsement of the Christian club.  

III 

The inclusion of the Christian club in the type of forum presently established at Westside, 

without more, will not assure government neutrality toward religion. Rather, because the 

school endorses the extracurricular program as part of its educational mission, the 

inclusion of the Christian Club in that program will convey to students the school-

sanctioned message that involvement in religion develops "citizenship, wholesome 

attitudes, good human relations, knowledge and skills." We need not question the value of 

that message to affirm that it is not the place of schools to issue it. Accordingly, schools 

such as Westside must be responsive not only to the broad terms of the Act's coverage, but 

also to this Court's mandate that they effectively disassociate themselves from the religious 

speech that now may become commonplace in their facilities.  

DISSENT: STEVENS...Can Congress really have intended to issue an order to every public 

high school in the Nation stating, in substance, that if you sponsor a chess club, a scuba 

diving club, or a French club without having formal classes in those subjects—you must 

also open your doors to every religious, political, or social organization, no matter how 

controversial or distasteful its views may be? I think not. A fair review of the legislative 

history of the Equal Access Act (Act) discloses that Congress intended to recognize a much 

narrower forum than the Court has legislated into existence today.  

I 

The Act's basic design is easily summarized: when a public high school has a "limited open 

forum," it must not deny any student group access to that forum on the basis of the religious, 

political, philosophical, or other content of the speech of the group. Although the consequences 

of having a limited open forum are thus quite clear, the definition of such a forum is less so. 

Nevertheless, there is considerable agreement about how this difficulty must be resolved. The 

Court correctly identifies three useful guides to Congress' intent. First, the text of the statute says 

that a school creates a limited open forum if it allows meetings on school premises by 

"noncurriculum related student groups," a concept that is ambiguous at best. Second, because 

this concept is ambiguous, the statute must be interpreted by reference to its general purpose, as 

revealed by its overall structure and by the legislative history. Third, the Act's legislative history 

reveals that Congress intended to guarantee student religious groups access to high school fora 

comparable to the college forum involved in Widmar v. Vincent. All of this is common ground, 

shared by the parties and by every Court of Appeals to have construed the Act.  
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A fourth agreement would seem to follow from these three. If "noncurriculum related" is an 

ambiguous term, and if it must therefore be interpreted in light of congressional purpose, and if 

the purpose of Congress was to ensure that the rule of Widmar applied to high schools as it did to 

colleges, then the incidence of the Act in this case should depend upon whether, in light of 

Widmar, Westside would have to permit the Christian student group to meet if Westside were a 

college. The characteristics of the college forum in Widmar should thus provide a useful 

background for interpreting the meaning of the undefined term "noncurriculum related student 

groups." But this step the Court does not take, and it is accordingly here that I part company with 

it.  

Our decision in Widmar encompassed two constitutional holdings. First, we interpreted the Free 

Speech Clause of the First Amendment to determine whether the University of Missouri at 

Kansas City had, by its own policies, abdicated discretion that it would otherwise have to make 

content-based discriminations among student groups seeking to meet on its campus. We agreed 

that it had. Next, we interpreted the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to determine 

whether the university was prohibited from permitting student-initiated religious groups to 

participate in that forum. We agreed that it was not. 

To extend Widmar to high schools, then, would require us to pose two questions. We would first 

ask whether a high school had established a forum comparable under our Free Speech Clause 

jurisprudence to that which existed in Widmar. Only if this question were answered affirmatively 

would we then need to test the constitutionality of the Act by asking whether the Establishment 

Clause has different consequences when applied to a high school's open forum than when 

applied to a college's. I believe that in this case the first question must instead be answered in the 

negative, and that this answer ultimately proves dispositive under the Act just as it would were 

only constitutional considerations in play.  

The forum at Westside is considerably different from that which existed at the University of 

Missouri. In Widmar, we held that the university had created "a generally open forum." Over 100 

officially recognized student groups routinely participated in that forum. They included groups 

whose activities not only were unrelated to any specific courses, but also were of a kind that a 

state university could not properly sponsor or endorse. Thus, for example, they included such 

political organizations as the Young Socialist Alliance, the Women's Union, and the Young 

Democrats. The university permitted use of its facilities for speakers advocating transcendental 

meditation and humanism. Since the university had allowed such organizations and speakers the 

use of campus facilities, we concluded that the university could not discriminate against a 

religious group on the basis of the content of its speech. The forum established by the state 

university accommodated participating groups that were "noncurriculum related" not only 

because they did not mirror the school's classroom instruction, but also because they advocated 

controversial positions that a state university's obligation of neutrality prevented it from 

endorsing.  

The Court's opinion in Widmar left open the question whether its holding would apply to a 

public high school that had established a similar public forum. That question has now been 

answered in the affirmative by the District Court, the Court of Appeals, and by this Court. I agree 

with that answer. Before the question was answered judicially, Congress decided to answer it 

legislatively in order to preclude continued unconstitutional discrimination against high school 
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students interested in religious speech. According to Senator Hatfield, a cosponsor of the Act: 

"All it does is merely to try to protect, as I say, a right that is guaranteed under the Constitution 

that is being denied certain students." As the Court of Appeals correctly recognized, the Act 

codified the decision in Widmar, "extending that holding to secondary public schools." What the 

Court of Appeals failed to recognize, however, is the critical difference between the 

university forum in Widmar and the high school forum involved in this case. None of the 

clubs at the high school are even arguably controversial or partisan.  

Nor would it be wise to ignore this difference. High school students may be adult enough to 

distinguish between those organizations that are sponsored by the school and those which lack 

school sponsorship even though they participate in a forum that the school does sponsor. But 

high school students are also young enough that open fora may be less suitable for them than for 

college students. The need to decide whether to risk treating students as adults too soon, or 

alternatively to risk treating them as children too long, is an enduring problem for all educators. 

The youth of these students, whether described in terms of "impressionability" or "maturity," 

may be irrelevant to our application of the constitutional restrictions that limit educational 

discretion in the public schools, but it surely is not irrelevant to our interpretation of the 

educational policies that have been adopted. We would do no honor to Westside's administrators 

or the Congress by assuming that either treated casually the differences between high school and 

college students when formulating the policy and the statute at issue here. 

For these reasons, I believe that the distinctions between Westside's program and the University 

of Missouri's program suggest what is the best understanding of the Act: An extracurricular 

student organization is "noncurriculum related" if it has as its purpose (or as part of its purpose) 

the advocacy of partisan theological, political, or ethical views. A school that admits at least one 

such club has apparently made the judgment that students are better off if the student community 

is permitted to, and perhaps even encouraged to, compete along ideological lines. This 

pedagogical strategy may be defensible or even desirable. But it is wrong to presume that 

Congress endorsed that strategy—and dictated its nationwide adoption—simply because it 

approved the application of Widmar to high schools. And it seems absurd to presume that 

Westside has invoked the same strategy by recognizing clubs like the Swimming Timing Team 

and Subsurfers which, though they may not correspond directly to anything in Westside's course 

offerings, are no more controversial than a grilled cheese sandwich.  

Accordingly, as I would construe the Act, a high school could properly sponsor a French 

club, a chess club, or a scuba diving club simply because their activities are fully consistent 

with the school's curricular mission. It would not matter whether formal courses in any of 

those subjects—or in directly related subjects were being offered as long as faculty 

encouragement of student participation in such groups would be consistent with both the 

school's obligation of neutrality and its legitimate pedagogical concerns. Nothing in Widmar 

implies that the existence of a French club, for example, would create a constitutional 

obligation to allow student members of the Ku Klux Klan or the Communist Party to have 

access to school facilities. More importantly, nothing in that case suggests that the 

constitutional issue should turn on whether French is being taught in a formal course while 

the club is functioning.  
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Conversely, if a high school decides to allow political groups to use its facilities, it plainly 

cannot discriminate among controversial groups because it agrees with the positions of 

some and disagrees with the ideas advocated by others. Again, the fact that the history of the 

Republican Party might be taught in a political science course could not justify a decision to 

allow the young Republicans to form a club while denying Communists, white supremacists, or 

Christian Scientists the same privilege. In my judgment, the political activities of the young 

Republicans are "noncurriculum related" for reasons that have nothing to do with the content of 

the political science course. The statutory definition of what is "noncurriculum related" should 

depend on the constitutional concern that motivated our decision in Widmar.  

...As I have already indicated, the majority, although it agrees that Congress intended by this Act 

to endorse the application of Widmar to high schools, does not compare this case to Widmar. 

Instead, the Court argues from two other propositions: first, that Congress intended to prohibit 

discrimination against religious groups; and, second, that the statute must not be construed in a 

fashion that would allow school boards to circumvent its reach by definitional fiat. I am in 

complete agreement with both of these principles. I do not, however, believe that either yields 

the conclusion which the majority adopts.  

First, as the majority correctly observes, Congress intended the Act to prohibit schools from 

excluding—or believing that they were legally obliged to exclude—religious student groups 

solely because the groups were religious. Congress was clearly concerned with two lines of 

decisions in the Courts of Appeals: one line prohibiting schools that wished to admit student-

initiated religious groups from doing so and a second line allowing schools to exclude religious 

groups solely because of Establishment Clause concerns. These cases, however, involve only 

schools which either desire to recognize religious student groups, or schools which, like the 

University of Missouri at Kansas City, purport to exclude religious groups from a forum that is 

otherwise conceded to be open. It is obvious that Congress need go no further than our Widmar 

decision to redress this problem, and equally obvious that the majority's expansive reading of 

"noncurriculum related" is irrelevant to the congressional objective of ending discrimination 

against religious student groups.  

Second, the majority is surely correct that a "limited open forum should be triggered by what a 

school does, not by what it says." If, however, it is the recognition of advocacy groups that 

signals the creation of such a forum, I see no danger that school administrators will be able to 

manipulate the Act to defeat Congressional intent. Indeed, it seems to me that it is the majority's 

own test that is suspect on this score. It would appear that the school could alter the 

"noncurriculum related" status of Subsurfers, simply by, for example, including one day of scuba 

instruction in its swimming classes, or by requiring physical education teachers to urge student 

participation in the club, or even by soliciting regular comments from the club about how the 

school could better accommodate the club's interest within coursework. This may be what the 

school does rather than what it says, but the "doing" is mere bureaucratic procedure unrelated to 

the substance of the forum or the speech it encompasses.  

Not only is the Court's preferred construction subject to manipulation, but it also is exceptionally 

difficult to apply even in the absence of deliberate evasion. For example, the Court believes that 

Westside's swim team is "directly related" to the curriculum, but the scuba diving club is not. 

The Court's analysis makes every high school football program a borderline case, for while many 
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schools teach football in physical education classes, they usually teach touch football or flag 

football, and the varsity team usually plays tackle football. Tackle football involves more 

equipment and greater risk, and so arguably stands in the same relation to touch football as scuba 

diving does to swimming. Likewise, it would appear that high school administrators might 

reasonably have difficulty figuring out whether a cheerleading squad or pep club might trigger 

the Act's application. The answer, I suppose, might depend upon how strongly students were 

encouraged to support the football team. Obviously, every test will produce some hard cases, but 

the Court's test seems to produce nothing but hard cases.  

For all of these reasons, the argument for construing "noncurriculum related" by recourse to the 

facts of Widmar, and so by reference to the existence of advocacy groups, seems to me 

overwhelming. It provides a test that is both more simple and more easily administered than what 

the majority has crafted. Indeed, the only plausible answer to this construction of the statute is 

that it could easily be achieved without reference to the exotic concept of "noncurriculum 

related" organizations. This point was made at length on the Senate floor by Senator Gorton. 

Senator Hatfield answered that the term had been recommended to him by lawyers, apparently in 

an effort to capture the distinctions important to the judiciary's construction of the Free Speech 

Clause.  

Congress may sometimes, however, have a clear intent with respect to the whole of a statute 

even when it muddles the definition of a particular part, just as, in other cases, the intent behind a 

particular provision may be clear though the more comprehensive purpose of the statute is 

obscure. In this case, Congress' general intent is—as Senator Gorton certainly understood a 

necessary guide to the Act's more particular terms. In answer to this strategy, the Court points 

out that references to Widmar must be considered in context. That is surely so. But when this is 

done it becomes immediately clear that those references are neither "few" nor "passing" nor even 

"general"; they are instead the sheet anchors holding fast a debate that would otherwise be swept 

away in a gale of confused utterances.  

We might wish, along with Senator Gorton, that Congress had chosen a better term to effectuate 

its purposes. But our own efforts to articulate "public forum" analysis have not, in my opinion, 

been altogether satisfactory. Lawyers and legislators seeking to capture our distinctions in 

legislative terminology should be forgiven if they occasionally stumble. Certainly we should not 

hold Congress to a standard of precision we ourselves are sometimes unable to obtain. "Our duty 

is to ask what Congress intended, and not to assay whether Congress might have stated that 

intent more naturally, more artfully, or more pithily." 

II 

My construction of the Act makes it unnecessary to reach the Establishment Clause question that 

the plurality decides. It is nevertheless appropriate to point out that the question is much more 

difficult than the plurality assumes.  

The plurality focuses upon whether the Act might run afoul of the Establishment Clause because 

of the danger that some students will mistakenly believe that the student-initiated religious clubs 

are sponsored by the school. I believe that the plurality's construction of the statute obliges it to 

answer a further question: whether the Act violates the Establishment Clause by authorizing 
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religious organizations to meet on high school grounds even when the high school's teachers and 

administrators deem it unwise to admit controversial or partisan organizations of any kind.  

Under the plurality's interpretation of the Act, Congress has imposed a difficult choice on 

public high schools receiving federal financial assistance. If such a school continues to allow 

students to participate in such familiar and innocuous activities as a school chess or scuba 

diving club, it must also allow religious groups to make use of school facilities. In deed, it is 

hard to see how a cheerleading squad or a pep club, among the most common student 

groups in American high schools, could avoid being "noncurriculum related" under the 

majority's test. The Act, as construed by the majority, comes perilously close to an outright 

command to allow organized prayer, and perhaps the kind of religious ceremonies involved 

in Widmar, on school premises.  

We have always treated with special sensitivity the Establishment Clause problems that result 

when religious observances are moved into the public schools. "The public school is at once the 

symbol of our democracy and the most pervasive means for promoting our common destiny. In 

no activity of the State is it more vital to keep out divisive forces than in its schools. . . ." 

McCollum. As the plurality recognizes, student-initiated religious groups may exert a 

considerable degree of pressure even without official school sponsorship. "The law of imitation 

operates, and nonconformity is not an outstanding characteristic of children." McCollum; 

Abington v. Schempp
14

. Testimony in this case indicated that one purpose of the proposed Bible 

Club was to convert students to Christianity. The influence that could result is the product not 

only of the Act and student-initiated speech, but also of the compulsory attendance laws, which 

we have long recognized to be of special constitutional importance in this context. Wallace v. 

Jaffree. Moreover, the speech allowed is not simply the individual expression of personal 

conscience, as was the case in Tinker v. Des Moines or West Virginia State Bd. of Ed. v. 

Barnette
15

, but is instead the collective statement of an organization - a "student club," with 

powers and responsibilities defined by that status—that would not exist absent the State's 

intervention.  

I tend to agree with the plurality that the Constitution does not forbid a local school district, or 

Congress, to bring organized religion into the schools so long as all groups, religious or not, are 

welcomed equally if "they do not break either the laws or the furniture." That Congress has such 

authority, however, does not mean that the concerns underlying the Establishment Clause are 

irrelevant when, and if, that authority is exercised. Certainly we should not rush to embrace the 

conclusion that Congress swept aside these concerns by the hurried passage of clumsily drafted 

legislation.  

There is an additional reason, also grounded in constitutional structure, why the Court's 

rendering of the Act is unsatisfying: so construed, the Act alters considerably the balance 

between state and federal authority over education, a balance long respected by both Congress 

and this Court. The traditional allocation of responsibility makes sense for pedagogical, political, 

and ethical reasons. We have, of course, sometimes found it necessary to limit local control over 

schools in order to protect the constitutional integrity of public education. "That boards of 

                                                      

14
 Case 1A-R-034 on this website. 

15
 Case 1A-S-9 on this website. 
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education are educating the young for citizenship is reason for scrupulous protection of 

Constitutional freedoms of the individual, if we are not to strangle the free mind at its source and 

teach youth to discount important principles of our government as mere platitudes." West 

Virginia Bd. of Ed. v. Barnette. Congress may make similar judgments, and has sometimes done 

so, finding it necessary to regulate public education in order to achieve important national goals.  

The Court's construction of this Act, however, leads to a sweeping intrusion by the Federal 

Government into the operation of our public schools, and does so despite the absence of 

any indication that Congress intended to divest local school districts of their power to shape 

the educational environment. If a high school administration continues to believe that it is 

sound policy to exclude controversial groups, such as political clubs, the Ku Klux Klan, and 

perhaps gay rights advocacy groups, from its facilities, it now must also close its doors to 

traditional extracurricular activities that are noncontroversial but not directly related to 

any course being offered at the school. Congress made frequent reference to the primacy of 

local control in public education, and the legislative history of the Act is thus inconsistent 

with the Court's rigid definition of "noncurriculum related groups."  

In deed, the very fact that Congress omitted any definition in the statute itself is persuasive 

evidence of an intent to allow local officials broad discretion in deciding whether or not to create 

limited public fora. I see no reason—and no evidence of congressional intent—to constrain that 

discretion any more narrowly than our holding in Widmar requires.  

III 

...Purely as a matter of defining a newly coined word, the term "noncurriculum" could fairly be 

construed to describe either the subjects that are "not a part of the current curriculum" or the 

subjects that "cannot properly be included in a public school curriculum." Either of those 

definitions is perfectly "sensible" because both describe subjects "that are not related to the body 

of courses offered by the school." When one considers the basic purpose of the Act, and its 

unquestioned linkage to our decision in Widmar, the latter definition surely is the more 

"sensible."  

I respectfully dissent.  


